COMPANY PROFILE
African Buffalo Safaris Ltd is one of the premier safari companies in East Africa. Our safaris
take you to Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania and Rwanda with tour itineraries built around your needs,
interest and time frame. Whether your interest is in a Ugandan safari, a mountain gorilla trek, a
primate safari or bird watching, we will be more than happy to assist you in planning your dream
holiday.
We specialize in tailor-made safaris that suit our client’s time and budget constraints as
well as your style and pace.
African Buffalo Safaris organizes vacations in East Africa. With several years of experience in the field of
organizing tours, we expose you to the very best Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania and Kenya have to offer.
Our tour itineraries allow you to explore Africa as never before. We offer vacations that are
independent and adventurous while still being professionally guided. Our holidays cater for all budgets,
and we are especially keen on making Africa exciting and interesting for all!

Our Uganda Safari Packages allow for the discovery and exploration of many of Uganda and Rwanda's
natural treasures. Trace the Western Rift Valley in the heart of Africa; go game viewing on the savannah
plains of Queen Elizabeth National Park; track the fast moving and elusive chimpanzees in Kyambura
Gorge; go on the hunt for the tree-climbing lions lounging on old fig trees in the Ishasha Sector; or see
the rich wildlife and array of birds and track some of the last remaining 700 mountain gorillas in the
world, a fantastic experience that takes place only in Bwindi Gorilla Forest in Uganda and PNV in
Rwanda. We can also customize your Uganda safari to include Kenya, Tanzania or Zanzibar. Our tour
packages include overnight accommodation in the best African safari lodges and tented camps yet the
adventure activities included in the itinerary are tailored to suit your individual preferences. Our tour
guides are courteous and are ready to take you through the best safari destinations in Uganda, Rwanda,
Kenya or Tanzania. We are ready and willing to make your Uganda safari, the most perfect of your
lifetime!

African Buffalo Safaris Limited is an established tours operator which has been operating in Uganda for
several years. We are fully registered tour company by the ministry of tourism and trade in Uganda.
African Buffalo Safaris are committed to a unique quality experience and hospitality and specialize in
tailor made safaris based around each individual's special interest, time, scale, budget, and
requirements. We specialize in safaris, tours, international and domestic ticketing, hotel bookings and
car hires.

We offer quest a rare opportunity to appreciate the beauty and diversity of the wild pear of Africa
surrounded by extraordinary comfort and style. We represent the very best Uganda has to offer and if
you choose to come on safari with us, your experience will be the ultimate blend of wilderness beauty,
adventure and luxury.
We aim at proving an awareness of Uganda as a viable travel destination.

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES OFFEFED TO OUR VALUED CUSTOMERS

Wildlife safaris in Uganda and other tours of interest:
Cultural Tours
The four major kingdoms of Uganda, and the well-established chiefdoms throughout the country,
provide a potential market for cultural tourism. African Buffalo Safaris aims at developing market
potential for cultural tourism as part of national development and nation building.
A new cultural centre has recently been opened in the area of Mbarara, close to the borders with
Rwanda and Tanzania: Nshenyi village. This traditional farm is the perfect combination of nature and
culture, giving visitors the opportunity to get in close contact with the local people and learn about their
culture from first hand.

Adventure Tours
African Buffalo Safaris offers any type of adrenaline-pumping adventure which is desired by customers,
from mountaineering expeditions on the Rwenzori Mountains to gorilla tracking and wild water rafting
on the Nile.

Relaxing Holidays
For more relaxing excursions and activities customers can choose for a beach tour on the Ssese islands,
stay at Lake Bunyonyi or visit the Tororo rock paintings of the virungas.

Special interest journeys in Uganda: besides the classical safaris, African Buffalo Safaris offers theme
packages and special interest tours, like golf packages, honeymoons and tribal tours.

Tours in neighboring countries: African Buffalo Safaris doesn’t only provide packages in Uganda, but in
Rwanda, Kenya and Tanzania as well. With this African Buffalo Safaris wholesalers the opportunity to
simplify their contact with East Africa.

Safari accommodation: Soon we will start opening our own safari accommodation in Kibale National
Park to our esteemed clients a safe, enjoyable and memorable experience. Different types of
accommodation have twelve-hour monitoring to ensure enquiries are answered promptly. The website
is updated regularly.

Our Packages
The activities that we offer are also wide ranging and apart from the traditional wildlife viewing tours
our clientele are able to go on the following adventures: -

* Eco Tourism in Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda and Tanzanian.
* Family tours in Africa - Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda and Tanzanian.
* Museums and Archeological tours in Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda and Tanzanian.
* Home Stays in Urban and Rural set up in East Africa- Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda and Tanzanian.
* White Water Rafting on River Nile and River Tana
* Bungee Jumping on River Nile
* Gorilla Eco Tracking in Uganda and Rwanda
* Primate safaris.
* Boating and Fishing on Lake Victoria
* Cultural tours and Safaris around the Great Lakes
* Community Development tours in Uganda.
* Wildlife Eco Lodges and Camping Safaris in East Africa
* Wildlife Eco Safaris and Beach Holidays in Africa
* Bird watching Eco tours in East Africa
* Birding tours inside and around Lake Victoria
* Maasai Mara Wildebeest Annual Migration
* Aquaculture tours in Africa - Uganda,Kenya,Rwanda and Tanzanian.
* Youth tours and Volunteerism tours in Africa - Uganda,Kenya,Rwanda and Tanzanian.
* Sports Tourism in Africa - Uganda,Kenya,Rwanda and Tanzanian.
* Golf tours in Africa - East Africa countries
* Scuba Diving and Dhow sailing along the Kenyan coast.
* Snorkeling and surfing on Lake Victoria and the Kenyan Coastal Beaches
* Marine Parks tours along the Kenyan Coast in Malindi, Watamu and Mombasa
* Educational, Research and Study tours in Africa - Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda and Tanzania.
* Conference tourism in Africa * Helicopter tours in Africa - Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda and Tanzania.
* Disability and wheelchair Access Tours in Africa

* Mountain Climbing on Wheelchair tours on Mt. Rwenzori, Mt. Kenya and Mt. Kilimanjaro.
* Health Tourism in Africa Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda and Tanzania.
* Herbal Medicine (Alternative Medicine) Research and treatment in Uganda.
* Health & HIV/Aids Community tours in Africa.
* Photographic and Filming Tourism Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda and Tanzania.
* Bicycle (cycling) tours in Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda and Tanzanian.
* Corporate Team Building tours in Africa – Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania.
* Mountain Climbing tours in Africa -Uganda
* Walking (Trekking) tours in Africa - Kenya, Uganda,Rwanda and Tanzania.
* Solo Women tours in Africa.
* Agro and Agricultural Tourism Africa – Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania.
* Pro poor tourism Africa - Uganda
* Slums Charity tours in Uganda
* Corporate and individual Incentive and Team building tours and Safaris
* Transit(Layover) Tourism in Africa
* Environment Tours in Africa - Uganda, Kenya, Rwanda and Tanzania.
* Beach Holidays in East Africa coastal Beaches
* Balloon Safaris in Kenya and Tanzania wildlife Sanctuaries
* Cultural Wedding and Honeymoon adventures in Africa.
* Hotels and lodge reservations
*Ticketing

We meet all our clients on their arrival at the airport and brief them on their chosen safari and link up
again on their way back for their comments.

ACCOMMODATIONS

We use elegant and unique lodges, hotels and camp and hotels we use pride themselves on the
excellence of their personalized services and friendliness of their staff. Every effort has also been made
to provide the best cellar possible within the restriction of logistic and climate. We ask all our clients to
advise if they have any dietary in advance. In Uganda we have 3 types of accommodation which have
high end accommodation 4 to 5***** hotels, midrange accommodation 3*** hotels and we have the
cottages and Bandas. we also have the back packers places where you can put up your tent.

Vehicles on the safari

We have the well maintained, good condition and comfortable 4 wheel drive cars; we have Toyota land
cruisers with poop up roof for the clients to have very good photos in the game drive or site seeing areas
and every client is granted a window seat. African Buffalo Safaris Ltd has land cruisers with air
condition, land rovers for safari, min vans well built for safari buses taking up to 55 persons in groups.
We often also charter planes for our clients whenever the need arises. We aim for a standard of travel a
step above that offered by the general travel industry.

Safari guides

The most important person to determine the success of the safari is the guide.
We therefore employ qualified, experience and knowledgeable guides who are able to handle all the
requirements for discerning traveler. They are familiar with the wildlife, birds, fauna and flora and help
you to obtain first hand appreciation of Uganda the pearl of Africa.

Business methods
As we employ competent and qualified staff, we are able to reply all our clients’ inquiries and
reservation in 24 hours this couple with the facts that we offer excellence safaris in Uganda, Kenya,
Tanzania and Rwanda which ensures unforgettable experiences.

African Buffalo Safaris Limited is an established tours operator which has been operating in Uganda for
several years. We are fully registered tour company by the ministry of tourism and trade in Uganda.
African Buffalo Safaris are committed to a unique quality experience and hospitality and specialize in
tailor made safaris based around each individual's special interest, time, scale, budget, and
requirements.We specialize in safaris, tours, international and domestic ticketing, hotel bookings and
car hires.

African Buffalo Safaris Ltd is one of the premier safari companies in East Africa. Our safaris
take you to Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania and Rwanda with tour itineraries built around your needs,
interest and time frame. Whether your interest is in a Uganda Safari, a mountain gorilla trek, a
primate safari or bird watching, we will be more than happy to assist you in planning your dream
holiday.
African Buffalo Safaris organizes vacations in East Africa. With several years of experience in the field of
organizing tours, we expose you to the very best Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania and Kenya have to offer.

Our tour itineraries allow you to explore Africa as never before... We offer vacations that are
independent and adventurous while still being professionally guided. Our holidays cater for all budgets,
and we are especially keen on making Africa exciting and interesting for all!

Our Uganda Safari Packages allow for the discovery and exploration of many of Uganda and Rwanda's
natural treasures. Trace the Western Rift Valley in the heart of Africa; go game viewing on the savannah
plains of Queen Elizabeth National Park; track the fast moving and elusive chimpanzees in Kyambura
Gorge; go on the hunt for the tree-climbing lions lounging on old fig trees in the Ishasha Sector; or see
the rich wildlife and array of birds and track some of the last remaining 700 mountain gorillas in the
world, a fantastic experience that takes place only in Bwindi Gorilla Forest in Uganda and PNV in
Rwanda. We can also customize your Uganda Safari to include Kenya, Tanzania or Zanzibar. Our tour
packages include overnight accommodation in the best African safari lodges and tented camps yet the
adventure activities included in the itinerary are tailored to suit your individual preferences. Our tour
guides are courteous and are ready to take you through the best safari destinations in Uganda, Rwanda,
Kenya or Tanzania. We are ready and willing to make your Uganda Safari, the most perfect of your
lifetime!

Our clients include mainly tourists from Europe, America, Middle East and other parts of the world.

Our members of staff consist of highly qualified professionals in Hospitality and have vast experience.
Whereas we maintain a team of professionals on a permanent basis we also call upon our associates and
consultants on contract basis when the need arises. As in any organisation, support staff is a necessity
and we maintain staff for Administrative and Financial functions. A flexible and efficient contracting
service of the highest quality is offered, the directors playing a key role in the everyday supervision and
augmentation of work.
We are constantly evaluating ourselves against stringent standards of excellence. Our primary goal is
service, and our dedication to that end provides our client with an effective working relationship for
years to come.

The firm believes that the most economic solution must be sought to any task. This takes into
consideration the important aspect of cost maintenance while pursuing the best solution, whether it is
conventional or original work.

AFRICAN BUFFALO SAFARIS LTD Management Philosophy

What is it that sets AFRICAN BUFFALO SAFARIS LTD apart from the rest? We are unique! AFRICAN
BUFFALO SAFARIS LTD recognizes that our people are our most important resource and it is through our
people that we achieve success.

AFRICAN BUFFALO SAFARIS LTD embarks upon a shift in management philosophy: RSTMM (Recruit,
Select, Train, Manage and motivate). Each of our mangers receives RSTMM training. RSTMM has now
been coupled to our Core Values. This will result in a dynamic management approach to better assure
effective mentoring of our people and assisting them in identifying and meeting their career and
personal goals.

We are guided by three basic concepts:

1. Behavioral Trends (the right person for the right job)
We strive to match people to their jobs with consideration of each individual’s behavioral tendencies.
With this approach, our people are more effective and more satisfied because they are performing
functions for which they are well suited.

2. Balanced Circles
It is understood that each of us has three circles in our lives: family, personal and business. On our best
day, we spend time in each circle to achieve a qualitative balance.

3. Target Planning
In its most succinct form, we ask our people to identify their personal and business someday goals.
Then, we encourage each person to achieve personal someday goals through success in the business.

This fosters team work because each individual’s achievement is linked directly or indirectly to goal
attainment for others. We maintain this system through regular one-on-one meetings with our people.

Core Values
This is who we Are and What We Stand For,We are guided by our Core Values.

Integrity
We stick to our word. We are straight forward, candid, and Franck. We don’t play games among
ourselves, with our clients or other business associates.

Work Ethic
We work hard; this is a competitive business and we put forth extra effort to meet our commitments.

Professional Challenge

We continue to learn. We take pride in accomplishing challenging assignments. We look forward to
change and application of new ideas and demonstrated technology.

Team work

We know that we accomplish much more together than we can as individuals. We work as members of a
team, with fellow employees, clients and business associates.

Results
We produce. We set goals and then take effective action to accomplish them. We consider new
methods and implement improvements.

Client Service

We make every effort to understand our clients’ needs and objectives and then we take action to
support and assist the client in achieving those goals.

